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The concept for this collection is upcycling post consumer waste, with an inherent focus 
on the deconstruction of garments- how to utilise and repurpose garments and fabrics in 

the most economical way possible. Bethany William’s pioneering work has been highlight-
ed as an innovative way of lengthening garment lifecycles, by injectine print, colour amd 
texture into her upcycled collections. This collection has drawn inspiration from Georgia 
O’Keefes floral depictions, as it provides new and innovative silhouettes and visual image-
ry. This concept and inspiration has resulted in a final outcome that has married innova-

tive textiles with considered material sourcing and construction.







SILHOUETTE  
This is a physical respresentation of Georgia 
O’Keeffes work in garment form. This devel-
ops a unique and innovative silhouette as it 

emulates the volume, contours and shapes of 
O’Keeffes floral depictions. 
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This collection is inspired by photographs found in my grandmas archives of my mum and family  on 
holiday in Amroth, Wales on the 70s. These photos have an intense colour to them that has inspired 

the colour palette of this collection. As the photos are 50 years old, the design aesthetic is very different 
to what it is today, which has inspired a new design identity seen in this collection. Imagine being on a 
cold windy beach, having just gotten out of the sea, wrapping and wearing anything and everything to 

get warm, the end result is a mix-matched outfit that incorperted different colours, textures and silhou-
ettes- This is the collection. Development includes print, chunky knit, weaving and layering of textures 
and colours. ACNE STUDIOs is the brand this collection is for, as the oversized nature of the collection 

is matched with textural exploration, much like the ACNE STUDIOs aesthetic.   











WEAVING DEVELOPMENT

Weaving experimentation al-
lows different colours, textures 
and fabrics to be intertwinded 

with one another, to create 
new and innovative  textiles. 

The potential of this technique 
is endless.   
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